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Abstract
The following considers the lift and drag response of three commercially available golf balls. The balls were projected 
with spin through still air in a laboratory setting to investigate a reverse Magnus effect, where balls move in the opposite 
direction of the expected lift force. The drag and lift coefficients were found by measuring ball position and speed at three 
points along its trajectory. Three ball types, with different dimple patterns, exhibited reverse Magnus behavior between 
5 × 104 < Re < 7 × 104 and 750 < ω < 2250 rpm. The golf ball with circular dimples had the least severe reverse Magnus effect, 
CL = − 0.1, while the ball with hexagonal dimples had the greatest, CL = − 0.15. The magnitude of the reverse Magnus effect 
was related to the drag crisis of each ball model. As the slope of the drag crisis became steeper, the magnitude of the reverse 
Magnus effect increased.
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1 Introduction

The aerodynamics of a golf ball is of interest [1] as it is the 
fastest sport’s ball with the longest carry distance [2]. Small 
changes in aerodynamic properties can influence the flight 
behavior of the ball and the result of the game.

Drag, FD, is the force acting in the direction opposing the 
ball’s flight path. Lift, FL, is the force acting perpendicular 
to the ball’s trajectory. The drag and lift coefficients, CD and 
CL, are defined by

where ρ is the density of air, A is the cross-sectional area 
of the ball, and V is the speed of the ball. The cause of the 
movement of the ball is related to flow separation from its 
surface. The speed of the ball can be expressed in a dimen-
sionless quantity known as the Reynolds number (Re), 
defined by

where D is diameter of the ball, and ν is kinematic viscosity 
of air.

A drag crisis is observed when the ball’s coefficient of 
drag becomes unstable and decreases quickly with increas-
ing ball speed. This phenomenon is a result of a transition 
from a laminar (Fig. 1a) to a turbulent (Fig. 1b) boundary 
layer [3]. Laminar boundary layers are more prone to separa-
tion than turbulent boundary layers because they have less 
momentum near the surface. As the ball speed increases, 
turbulence forms in the boundary layer, delaying the flow 
separation point, and decreasing the size of the wake. In 
play, golf balls usually travel at speeds that are near the end 
or after the drag crisis (launch speed between 20 and 94 m/s) 
[4].

For balls with spin, it is convenient to describe the ratio 
of the angular velocity to the linear velocity by the non-
dimensional spin factor [5], S, defined by

where ω is the angular velocity, and r is the ball radius.
With backspin, the top of the ball is moving with the 

air flow, while the bottom of the ball is moving against the 
air flow. The relative air to ball surface speed on the top 
and bottom of the ball is, therefore, lower and higher than 
the ball speed, respectively. Backspin causes flow on the 
top side to separate further from the stagnation point, while 
flow on the bottom side separates closer to the stagnation 
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point (Fig. 1c). The rotated stagnation points (relative to the 
ball center) cause a vertical pressure gradient, producing an 
upward force and the Magnus effect [6, 7].

For specific conditions, one study has shown a negative 
lift force on a sphere with backspin, referred to as the reverse 
Magnus effect [8]. When the ball is traveling near the speed 
where the boundary layer becomes turbulent, backspin can 
cause the top side of the ball to have laminar flow, while the 
bottom boundary layer is turbulent, as shown in Fig. 1d [9]. 
The laminar flow on the top surface moves the separation 
point forward, changing the direction of the Magnus effect 
downward, producing the reverse Magnus effect.

Only a few studies have observed the reverse Magnus 
effect due to the small range of speed and spin rate where it 
occurs. Using the wind tunnel, Bearman and Harvey found 
the reverse Magnus effect on scaled model golf balls at low 
speed (13.7 m/s) and low spin rate (< 1500 rpm) [9]. Reverse 
Magnus was found numerically and experimentally on 
smooth balls [10–12]. Bush found that the reverse Magnus 
effect on smooth spheres occurred in the drag crisis region 
[13]. Kim et al. [8] correlated the location of flow separa-
tion as a function of the speed and the spin rate for reverse 
Magnus. Oggiano compared soccer balls experimentally and 
numerically and identified a reverse Magnus effect on one 
of four ball models [14]. Barber et al. [15] showed that the 
soccer ball lift is more sensitive to ball design than drag, 
which may explain why Oggiano only saw reverse Magnus 
with one ball model. While others have shown the reverse 
Magnus effect occurs at speeds in the drag crisis, no study 
has related the magnitude of the reverse Magnus effect to 
the drag crisis.

While wind tunnels are often used to study aerodynamic 
behavior of golf balls, disparities between laboratory and 
play conditions remain. Wind tunnels are good at control-
ling air speed and ball orientation, while challenges exist in 
supporting the ball and adding spin [9]. Wind tunnels have 

difficulty testing golf balls at sport-like speeds and often use 
scaled ball models to achieve Reynolds numbers representa-
tive of play. Wind tunnels must also correct for blockage 
effects using empirical factors, which can be challenging 
to identify [16]. The authors have found no published study 
measuring the reverse Magnus effect of golf balls, rather 
than scaled ball models in wind tunnels. Given the sensitiv-
ity of golf ball drag [17], small differences between scaled 
and actual golf balls can be important.

Projecting balls through still air avoids many of the 
challenges encountered with balls in wind tunnels. Recent 
advances in high-speed videography [18], light gates [19], 
and radar tracking [20] have improved the accuracy of 
inflight trajectory measurements in and outside the labo-
ratory [21–23]. The aim of this study was to consider the 
reverse Magnus effect of golf balls traveling through still 
air. The relationship between the drag crisis and the reverse 
Magnus effect was quantified. The aerodynamic character-
istics and the flow conditions that induce the reverse Mag-
nus effect for commercially available golf balls were also 
identified.

2  Methods

This study considered three golf balls with different dimple 
patterns, as described in Table 1.

Balls were projected in laboratory still air with a 
bespoke, non-wheeled, pitching machine (see Fig. 2a) 
up to Re = 25 × 104 and ω = 3000 rpm without damaging 
or disrupting the surface of the ball. The machine used a 
pneumatic linear accelerator to achieve the target speed. 
A flexible tip was coupled to the shaft and used to impart 
rotation to the ball, where high- and low-friction materi-
als on opposite sides generated torque about the center 

Fig. 1  Flow from left to right 
over a golf ball at different 
Re and S. Spin rate for each 
one: a laminar boundary 
layer: Re < 5 × 104, S = 0. b 
Turbulence boundary layer: 
Re > 7.5 × 104, S = 0. c Magnus 
effect: Re = 6.5 × 104, S = 0.24 
(2500 rpm). d Reverse Magnus 
effect: Re = 6.5 × 104, S = 0.12 
(1250 rpm) [9]. The red dots 
indicate stagnation point, while 
the green dots indicate separa-
tion points. The red arrows indi-
cate the direction of lift force

d c 

b a 
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of the ball [24]. Spin rate was controlled by changing the 
distance the ball rolled in the flexible tip.

Ball speed and location were measured at three loca-
tions along the flight path, as shown in Fig. 2b. Speed 
was measured from speed sensors; each composed of a 
pair of light gates 0.41 m apart (Ibeam, ADC, Romeoville, 
IL, USA). The distance, d, between the second and third 
speed sensors was 3.81 m, while the heights were within 
0.025 m of each other. Sensors were placed to maximize 
the distance between them while minimizing the change 
in trajectory angle. (The change in the vertical position 
of the ball was 0.1 m or less.) An angled light gate was 
used to measure the ball’s vertical location at each speed 
sensor to obtain the lift force. A high-speed video camera 
(Phantom V711) recorded each shot at 2000 fps to verify 
orientation and spin rate (within ± 15 rpm). The drag force, 
FD , was found from

where V2 and V1 were the speeds at the second and third sen-
sors, respectively, and m was the ball mass. The lift force, 
FL , was found from

where Dy was the vertical change in ball position between 
the second and third speed sensors, Vy was the vertical veloc-
ity generated from the launch angle, t1 was the time from 
the first speed sensor to the second speed sensor, t2 was the 
time for the ball to travel from the second speed sensor to 
the third speed sensor, and g was gravity. Although the balls 
were projected horizontally, imparting spin tended to result 
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Table 1  Description of golf 
balls used in this study

Brand Titleist Callaway Bridgestone

Model Pro V1 ChromeSoft B330-RX
Code V1 CA BS
Cover Urethane elastomer Thermoplastic urethane Urethane
Construction 3-Piece 4-Piece 3-Piece
Dimple shape Circular Hexagonal Dual
Dimple number 352 332 330
Dimple image

Fig. 2  a Setup on the pitching 
machine to generate backspin. 
b Arrangement of pitching 
machine, speed sensors, and 
camera to measure ball speed, 
rotation, and location. Gates 
aligned vertically measured 
ball speed, while angled gates 
measured position

a

b
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in a small unknown vertical speed at the pitching machine. 
The vertical component of velocity at the second sensor, Vy , 
was found from the known speeds and locations at all three 
sensors. Details of the lift and drag measurements may be 
found elsewhere [25].

3  Calibration and uncertainty

The coefficient of lift and drag was calibrated by testing a 
setup golf ball daily prior to testing. The speed and spin rate 
of the calibration shots were the same as those used for the 
tested golf balls. To calibrate lift, the setup golf ball was 
projected with a vertical spin axis to prevent a Magnus effect 
from occurring in the vertical direction. The position of the 
speed sensors was adjusted until the lift coefficient from 
three shots was 0.00 ± 0.01. To ensure test repeatability, a 
setup golf ball was projected through the system at the start 
of each 4-h session. The sensor positions were adjusted until 
its drag coefficient was within ± 0.02 of its initial value.

The precision of the speed sensor was 0.025% of the 
measured speed [25]. Accordingly, the uncertainty of CD 
and CL for a golf ball was 0.005 and 0.0005, respectively. 
Other factors could affect the uncertainty of the drag and 
lift measurement, including error from air properties and 
position measurement. Random error was analyzed by meas-
uring the variance of 13 balls at eight test speeds. Each ball-
speed combination consisted of four repeat shots. The mean 
standard deviation of the drag and lift coefficient for all 416 
tests was 0.02 and 0.01, respectively, for a golf ball traveling 
between 30 and 70 m/s at 2250 rpm.

4  Results

CL and CD as a function of Re are shown in Fig. 3. The 
reverse Magnus effect was observed for all three ball models 
when Re = 6.5 × 104.

The lift coefficient of V1 is plotted as a function of 
spin factor in Fig.  4 for 5 × 104 < Re < 7.5 × 104. When 
Re > 7 × 104, the lift coefficient increased steadily with spin 
rate. When Re < 7 × 104, the dependence of the lift coeffi-
cient on speed was complex. Positive lift decreased with 
decreasing speed until becoming negative when Re = 6 × 104 
and 0.1 < S < 0.23 (based on the trend line). Positive lift 
reoccurred when Re ≤ 5 × 104.

The reverse Magnus effect was also found on the other 
two ball models. Ball lift is presented in Fig. 5 for the 

Fig. 3  Drag (left) and lift (right) 
coefficients as a function of 
Reynolds number for three golf 
ball models, 2250 ± 250 rpm 
(S = 0.21 when Re= 6.5 × 104). 
Each data point is the mean of 
four shots where the error bars 
represent one standard deviation
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three ball models at Re = 6.5 × 104. CA showed the most 
severe reverse Magnus effect with the lowest lift coeffi-
cient. V1 showed the least severe reverse Magnus effect. 
V1 also showed a negative lift coefficient in a narrower 
range of spin (0.09 < s < 0.15) than BS (0.07 < s < 0.19) 
and CA (0.08 < s < 0.21).

5  Discussion

The foregoing has shown a consistent reverse Magnus 
effect of three golf ball models. The reverse Magnus effect 
has only been observed for balls traveling at speeds in the 
drag crisis [13]. The reverse Magnus effect is likely domi-
nant in golf balls due to their severe drag crisis, as shown 
in Fig. 6 for V1 [26]. The drag coefficient for V1 changed 
from 0.5 to 0.2 when the Reynolds number increased from 
5 × 104 to 7.5 × 104. Similar results for other golf balls have 
been observed elsewhere [9, 17].

The drag coefficient is typically used to describe the 
air resistance of an object. For the case of a ball with 
backspin, traveling at speeds in the drag crisis, the flow 
rate at the top and bottom surfaces can be different. For 
such cases, it is illustrative to consider a local speed 
from the relative air ball surface. Thus, the local speed of 
the bottom surface is V + r, while the local speed of the 
top surface is V − r. A ball traveling at Re = 6 × 104 and 
ω = 1500 rpm, for instance, would have a local bottom sur-
face Re = 6.9 × 104 and a local top surface Re = 5.1 × 104, 
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Due to the different boundary layer flows on the top 
(laminar) and the bottom (turbulence) surfaces of the balls, 
the reverse Magnus effect is only observed in the drag cri-
sis region, where the flow on the ball surface transitions 
from laminar to turbulence. This study has demonstrated 
reverse Magnus for the first time on golf balls (Fig. 4) in 
still air.

In the following, the local slope of the drag cri-
sis (∂CD/∂Re)L was measured at 10 different Re over 
5 × 104 < Re < 7.5 × 104 (Fig. 7a). Here, ∂CD and ∂Re were 
the change in the local CD and Re, respectively, at the top 
and bottom of the ball. The local slope of the drag crisis 
is compared to the lift coefficient for each ball model in 
Fig. 7b. A correlation between the ∂CD/∂Re and CL was 
observed for all the balls tested (r2 = 0.87). The slope of 
the entire drag crisis (∂CD/∂Re)E was found from a linear 
fit of the entire drag crisis region. As illustrated in Fig. 1c, 
the Magnus (or reverse Magnus) effect will increase as 
the asymmetry of the separation points (at the top and the 
bottom of the ball) increases. A golf ball with a steeper 
drag crisis showed a more severe maximum reverse Mag-
nus effect (Fig. 8), since it had a larger asymmetry of the 
separation points.

Although the reverse Magnus effect is not common in 
long golf drives (due to the low speed and spin rate where 
it occurs), it may still occur near the green during short 
chip shots. Since most sport balls have a turbulent bound-
ary layer and a drag crisis, they should likewise exhibit a 
reverse Magnus effect. The lift coefficient of a baseball 
was measured and is presented in Fig. 9 at Re = 8.4 × 104, 
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which is in the drag crisis region [25]. The reverse Magnus 
effect was observed over 0.06 < S < 0.2. This condition can 
occur in play at a high launch angle (greater than 40°) 
as the ball approaches its apex. The findings show that 
reverse Magnus is not unique to golf, but likely occurs 
for any sports ball exhibiting a drag crisis, independent 
of its size.

6  Summary

The reverse Magnus effect of three golf ball models has been 
compared. The lift and drag coefficient of golf balls were 
measured by projecting them through still air in a labora-
tory setting. A reverse Magnus effect was observed in the 
drag crisis region of each ball, as the boundary layer flow 

transitioned from laminar to turbulent. The magnitude of 
the reverse Magnus effect was observed to increase with the 
slope of the drag crisis, and varied with the dimple geom-
etry. The reverse Magnus effect is also expected to occur 
for other sports balls, evidence of which was presented for 
a baseball. The reverse Magnus effect occurred at relatively 
low speeds for golf balls, minimizing its effect on play.
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Fig. 7  a Drag coefficient as a 
function of Reynolds number 
in the drag crisis region. b Lift 
coefficient as a function of the 
slope of the drag crisis
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